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Recent Publications and New Research
Abdelaaty, L. (2021). Discrimination and Delegation: Explaining State Responses to Refugees, Oxford
University Press. What explains state responses to the refugees they receive? This book identifies two
puzzling patterns: states open their borders to some refugee groups while blocking others
(discrimination), and several countries have given the UN control of asylum procedures on their territory
(delegation). The book develops a two-part theoretical framework in which policymakers in refugeereceiving countries weigh international and domestic concerns to explain these patterns. The book then
substantiates this argument with a three-stage research design, which combines statistical analysis of

asylum admissions worldwide, country case studies of Egypt and Turkey, and content analysis of
parliamentary proceedings in Kenya. Learn more here. (not open access, but may use promo code
ASFLYQ6 to save 30%)
Roßkopf, R., & Heilmann, K. (eds.) (2021). International Social Work and Forced Migration:
Developments in African, Arab and European Countries, Verlag Barbara Budric. This book focuses on
Social Work with refugees in African, Middle East and European countries. Published as a follow-up to the
‘International Social Work Week’ in Würzburg/Germany with professionals and experts from all over the
globe, this book intends to share insights into country-specific developments, challenges and potentials
of Social Work in forced migration contexts. The objectives are to map Social Work in this field of action
across several countries, to bring into sharper focus an International Social Work in forced migration
contexts and help connect Social Work scholars and experts around the globe. Learn more here and read
some selections here.
Averhed, Y. (2020). The breathing space or impact of temporary protection on integration from the
perspective of refugees. School of Advanced Study, University of London. In July 2016, the Swedish
government adopted temporary legislative changes to the asylum regulation in force, significantly limiting
the possibility of being granted a permanent residence permit. The government presented the temporary
law as an incentive for the immigrants to focus on employment, leading to permanent residence. This
study explores the impact of temporary protection on labour market integration and social inclusion from
refugees’ and subsidiary protection holders’ perspectives. The data was collected through focus groups
and in-depth face-to-face interviews with both temporary and permanent protection holders. The main
conclusion is that temporary residence hinders the labour market integration of refugees and subsidiary
protection holders from a long-term perspective, potentially leading to higher levels of social exclusion.
Read here.
BMRC Research Digest: Assessment of the resettlement of Syrian refugees in Gatineau: The role of the
local context and resources (March 1, 2021), Building Migrant Resilience in the City (BMRC), York
University. Since 2019, this study documents the resettlement of Syrian refugees and the factors that
fostered or hindered their resilience and, therefore, their integration by taking into account the context
of Gatineau, a medium-sized city located next to a larger city, Ottawa, where English predominates. The
factors considered are the human resources that accompanied refugees (professionals, sponsors, civil
society) and the policies and services they had access to. This digest examines their role in the
resettlement trajectories related to housing, francization, employment, socialization and long-term
settlement. Download the digest here.

Reports, policy briefs and Blogposts
How President Biden Can Make His Commitment to Refugees a Reality, by Susan Martin, February 19,
2021, Center for Migration Studies. In an Executive Order signed on February 3, 2021, President Joe Biden
promised a thorough review of the US refugee admissions program and the Special Immigrant Visas (SIV)
under which Afghans and Iraqis, endangered by their association with the US government, are admitted.
He also announced that the United States would resettle 125,000 refugees in Fiscal Year 2022 and consult
with Congress to increase this year’s admissions quota as a down payment. These promises offer hope to
thousands of refugees who have been awaiting resettlement, often for years and still more often in
precarious settings. However, fulfilling this promise will not come easily. The new administration has
limited time to rebuild a program that the Trump administration sought to destroy. Read more here.

Too much, too little water: Addressing climate risks, no-analog threats and migration in Peru by
Jonas Bergmann et al. (January, 2021), Migration, Environment and Climate Change: Policy Brief Series
Issue 1 - Vol. 6. Based on a systematic review of the literature and expert interviews, this policy brief
assesses available scientific evidence on the nexus between climate risks and migration in Peru. It
discusses the necessity to understand climate migration patterns and improve planning and policies in
the short term to the mid-term, given several “no-analog threats” – that is, those with unprecedented,
large impacts – that could occur towards the end of the century. Recent policy developments in the
country, such as the National Plan of Action on Climate Migration and the National Adaptation Plan
(NAP), can break new ground in addressing these challenges. Download the issue
Canadian Council for Refugees (2021). Your right in research: An information sheet for people taking
part in forced migration research. Taking part in research projects may give respondents a chance to be
heard, but it can also be inconvenient, cost time or money, and make respondents feel physically or
emotionally uncomfortable. This information sheet explains key terms and outlines the rights of
individuals who participate in forced migration research; it is available in eight languages. All documents
(Guidelines, Executive Summary, and Rights in Research documents) are available on the CCR website
here.
What Comes Next Now that Colombia Has Taken a Historic Step on Migration? By Natalia BanulescuBogdan and Diego Chaves-González. (February 2021) Migration Policy Institute. Colombian President
Iván Duque’s announcement that all Venezuelans in Colombia will receive a ten-year protection status
represents a bold, first-of-its-kind move in Latin America. It is “the most important humanitarian gesture”
in the region in decades, as one UN official termed it. Read more here.

Digital and social media
RRN webinar recording: Ethics of Witnessing: Method as Intervention in Forced Migration Studies,
Guest speaker: Professor Nergis Canefe. This webinar focuses on capitalizing the scholar’s responsibility
as a witness, maximizing the potential and benefits for institutional and social change, and tracing and
teaching an ethics of witnessing in its most adequate and resonant forms. Professor Canefe (PhD & SJD)
is a Turkish-Canadian scholar of public international law, comparative politics, forced migration studies
and critical human rights. This presentation is of particular interest to emerging scholars and teachers of
research and its potential impact. Watch recording here.
Pathways to Prosperity, The Future of Immigration and Re-settlement in Canada. 2021 Virtual
Workshop Series - March Schedule. The series includes up to two virtual workshops a week over the
course of several months on Tuesdays and Thursdays from 1:00 – 2:15 PM (EST). The complete workshop
series schedule is available here [please use Google Chrome to avoid technical issues].

